MEDIA MAVENS
Editors Brittany Horn
of the Collegian
(this page) and Kevin
Horne of Onward
State (opposite) have
different journalism
philosophies—which
makes Penn State’s
student media
particularly vibrant.

PAPER

C H AS E
What happens when a 125-year-old Penn State institution
gets competition from a new website? An old-fashioned media
feud on campus, discussions about how news is consumed
in the 21st century, and some quality journalism.
BY B R I A N R A F T E RY ’ 9 9 C O M
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ARLY ON THE EVENING OF SEPT. 21, 2009, A PENN STATE
sophomore named Davis Shaver raced across University Park, heading toward
a scrum of reporters, officers, and university officials that had assembled on the
campus’ west side. For the past few days, police had been trying to locate Joe
Dado, a freshman who’d gone missing early the previous morning, shortly after
leaving a fraternity party. The entire school was on alert: Search parties had been
THE UPSTART: Founders Davis Shaver (far
left), Evan Kalikow (near left), and Eli Glazier
worked to make Onward State part of the
university community.

organized, a reward for information had been announced, and throughout the
day, a state-police helicopter had circled over classroom buildings. “The story had

@OnwardState Joe Dado was found dead in
a stairwell by Deike and Steidle. Foul play has
not been alleged. Alcohol was involved.
With that sad, succinct message, Onward State had broken its biggest story to date. Of course, it had also broken
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one of the tenets of journalism, as Shaver, in his eagerness
to get the news up first, hadn’t bothered to double-check
his information with officials before posting it online.
But he and his Onward State colleagues didn’t consider
themselves journalists. They were writers who’d come up
in the era of sites like Gawker and Deadspin, where rumors
are sometimes more valuable than facts, and where news
stories are often delivered with arched-eyebrow analysis
or sarcastic asides. Onward State simply took that same
snark-hearted doctrine and applied it to State College.
When the site arrived in 2008, it was like most Penn State
freshmen: unapologetically brash, reflexively glib, and defiantly pro-Penn State.
Not surprisingly, few people took Onward State seriously when it began—especially at the student-run Collegian.
“At first, the talk in the newsroom about Onward State
was a little dismissive,” says former Collegian editor-inchief Liz Murphy ’11 Com/Lib. For more than a century,
the Collegian has espoused and embraced a more patient,
facts-first approach to news-gathering, as evidenced by its
own coverage of Dado’s death, which included multiple
follow-up stories that covered everything from the police
investigation to the incident’s effect on greek life.
But some Collegian staffers couldn’t help but acknowledge that, by breaking the Dado story on Twitter, Shaver
and his site had scored a symbolic new-media coup. Murphy called it “something we definitely took to heart.”
Nearly five years later, Onward State has earned a following—and a begrudging respect—that few would have
predicted upon its debut, having evolved from a D.I.Y.
dorm-room project to a semi-professional news organization with about 40 staffers. And it continues to break big
stories: In February, the site was the first news outlet to
report the appointment of Eric J. Barron as Penn State’s
president.

C LO C K W I S E F RO M L E F T : ST E FA N C H O Q U E T T E ; CO U RT ESY DAV I S S H AV E R ( 3)

Shaver ’12 Lib had spent much of that weekend reporting on Dado’s disappearance for Onward State, an upstart
news and opinion blog he’d created with two dorm-mates.
The site was less than a year old, and while it had accumulated a small but vocal audience, Onward State lacked the
reach—or the credibility—of established local-news outlets. For most readers, Onward State was simply a breezy
mid-class distraction, not a source of reliable reporting.
Yet Shaver—a history major with just a summer of localnewspaper experience under his belt—had been covering
the Dado story with the focused zeal of a professional reporter. He’d spent that afternoon posting updates about
the search—many of them divined from The Daily Collegian or Facebook postings—and when he noticed a tweet
mentioning that police had gathered near Steidle Building, Shaver ran back to his dorm, grabbed a camera and
a laptop, and headed to a cordoned-off area near Steidle.
“Definitely a crime scene,” he tweeted upon arrival. But
there was no word on what had happened to Dado.
Fortunately for Shaver, he knew someone who, at that
very moment, was sitting in a class taught by then-president Graham Spanier. Shaver and his source began texting, which is how Shaver learned that Spanier had just
been informed of Dado’s fate—and that he’d shared the
news with his students. Shaver now had the scoop on a
story that had garnered statewide coverage. He stepped
away from the other reporters and posted a note to Onward State’s Twitter followers:

P R E V I O U S S P R E A D ; J E F F R U P P E N T H A L / L A N C A ST E R N E W S PA P E R S ( L E F T PAG E ) , N I C K S LO F F ’ 92 A & A ( R I G H T PAG E )

completely enveloped the campus,” Shaver would later remember. “It was huge.”

Yet Onward State has made some mistakes along the
way—and a few enemies. The same emphasis on speed
and web-agility that helped the site break the Dado story
backfired spectacularly in early 2012, when it misreported
Joe Paterno’s death—a gaffe that earned the site national
attention, and the ire of many students and alumni.
The site’s also been engaged in an off-and-on spat with
the Collegian, a publication some Onward Staters view
with the sort of razzing disdain reserved for out-of-state
sports teams. On paper, there’s seemingly no competition between the two: The Collegian has more than 120
staffers and enough awards to fill several trophy shelves.
But online, Onward State’s swiftness and aggressive social-media stance has helped make it the country’s mostfollowed student publication on the web, with more than
57,000 Twitter followers and nearly as many Facebook
likes (the Collegian has nearly 35,000 followers, and
more than 12,000 likes).
What’s most intriguing about the OS/Collegian rivalry,
however, is that it even exists at all. For the last year and
a half, college newspapers have been hit by the same financial and existential crises that have plagued big-city
papers for years. At a time when some schools can barely
keep a single paper afloat, Penn State has somehow become the site of a good old-fashioned media turf-war.
And while the differences between the two publications
might seem small, they touch upon many of the chal-

lenges facing journalists in the digital era—a time when
speed sometimes trumps certainty, opinion can outweigh
fact, and reputations can be undone with a single tossedoff tweet.

I

N MANY WAYS, Onward State wouldn’t exist were it
not for the Collegian. In 2008, Shaver was a freshman from Lebanon, Pa., where he’d worked at both
his high school and local newspaper. Like most Penn
Staters with an interest in journalism, he entered the
Collegian’s candidate program, a decades-old rite-of-passage for newcomers looking to get on staff. (Disclosure: I
worked at the Collegian in the mid-’90s.) It’s a multi-tiered
tryout that includes a news quiz, a writing sample, and interviews with editors. Once the candidates clear those hurdles, they must, among other requirements, attend weekly
classes—coordinated by a professional news adviser—and
write or co-write four published stories.
Shaver started having second thoughts about the Collegian a few weeks into the program. The newspaper industry was in the midst of a major crisis that year: Ad revenues
were dropping, layoffs at once-infallible publications like
The New York Times were mounting, and readers were increasingly migrating to the web. Shaver thought the Collegian’s digital strategy—which then consisted mostly of a
website and a few sporadically updated blogs—was stuck
in the past. “When you’re over 125 years old,” Shaver says of
May/ June 2014
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sprung from sheer naiveté: One time, after the site had
gotten a news item wrong, a member of the university’s PR
department explained to Glazier that staffers could have
called them for comment. “We hadn’t even thought about
doing that,” Glazier says.
Each time Onward State screwed up, Shaver says, “we
tried to identify what had happened and why, and instituted measures to make sure it didn’t happen again. You
don’t want to make mistakes, but it’s a fast-paced world.”
Despite the occasional foul-up, Onward State never
slowed down, making it a rarity among campus news
start-ups. “I’ve seen many of them rise up for brief periods
of time,” says St. Joseph’s University journalism professor
Dan Reimold, the editor of College Media Matters, a blog
that follows campus news organizations. “Usually, [these
sites] are a flash in the pan. Students will read it for a few
weeks, but then, either they move on, or the founders get
bored, and the student newspaper slowly and steadily wins
out in the end.”
Over at the Collegian, no one initially saw Onward State
as a threat. But by the end of its first year, Murphy says, “we
were starting to change our minds. Everyone was aware of
Onward State, and checking it every day.”

TIME CAPSULE: The Collegian office has a traditional newsroom feel, from cluttered desks to a shelf of champagne bottles
commemorating each new editor-in-chief.

Many early Onward Staters
had little experience with—
or interest in—traditional
journalism.
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er, Glazier, and Kalikow were making it up as they went
along—which would have been risky, had anyone actually
been paying to attention to them.
Awareness of the site grew as the founders did everything from putting flyers in classrooms to changing campus computer homepages to OnwardState.com. Its staff
grew, too, though many early Onward Staters had little
experience with—or interest in—traditional journalism.
“I never imagined myself as a newspaper reporter,” says
writer-editor Dan McCool, a current senior who joined the
site in 2010. “I couldn’t see myself running all over campus
with a notebook. I’d rather analyze things with a sort of
half-grin on my face and say, ‘So, what’s going on here?’”
That style, which favored analysis and humor over news
recaps, permeated the site in its first few years. Onward
State ran winking headlines like “Graham Spanier Sleeps
with Freshmen” (a reference to the then-president’s tradition of spending move-in weekend in the residence halls),
and implemented a feature titled “Drunk, Sober, High,” in
which a trio of reporters would cover the same event in
varying mental states (the idea had been lifted from New
York University’s NYLocal.com).
Even if the news itself was dry—and it often was—Onward State’s writers tried to avoid the newswriting style
taught in Journalism 101. It was supposed to feel like a
clubhouse, not a newsroom, and the site’s founders often
reminded the staff that they weren’t journalists. Instead,
they were “committing acts of journalism”—a phrase many
new-media thinkers have used to describe news gathering
in the age of blogs, tweets, and iReports.
Because many early Onward State staffers were novices,
working with relatively little oversight, the site was prone
to errors, especially in its first year. Some of the mistakes

O

N A SUNDAY AFTERNOON last fall, a small
team of Collegian editors assembled in
a windowless room on the second floor
of James Building. It was time for the
paper’s daily budget meeting, in which
the next day’s stories are divulged, discussed, and slotted
for publication. There was little doubt as to what would
make Monday’s front page: Over the weekend, a student

AGILE AND MOBILE: Onward State, with no physical office,
meets in coffee shops or whatever classroom is available.
L E F T TO P : N I C K S LO F F ’ 92 A & A ( 2 ) ; R I G H T, CO U RT ESY K E V I N H O R N E

the paper, “you don’t feel the impetus of ‘now.’”
So he left the Collegian, and, along with fellow Simmons
Hall residents Eli Glazier ’12 Lib and Evan Kalikow ’12
Lib/Lib, drew up an 18-page document that served as
both a critique of the current state of campus media and
as a proposal for a new blog, which they dubbed Onward
State. The vision they laid out was essentially a greatesthits collection of other peoples’ ideas, influenced not only
by well-known outlets like Gawker, but also by smaller,
student-run blogs like Columbia University’s Bwog and
Wesleyan University’s Wesleying.
“At that point, there wasn’t really an Internet hub for
conversation about State College,” says Daniel Victor ’06
Com, an early social-media adopter who provided initial
guidance to Onward State and went on to become a socialmedia editor at The New York Times. “There were a couple
of disparate blogs that would cover things. But in terms of,
‘This newsworthy thing happened, let’s discuss it as a Penn
State community’—that didn’t really exist.”
Shaver borrowed $1,000 from family to cover equipment and technical expenses, and on Nov. 17, 2008, OnwardState.com launched. The site’s early posts were a sporadic assortment of student-life rants (“Why Penn State’s
Bandwidth Limitation Sucks”), tongue-in-cheek columns
(“Bro Call”), and anodyne campus-news updates. Shav-

had died after falling from a ninth-floor balcony off campus. A proper obit was in the works for the next day’s paper, alongside stories about the Board of Trustees, former
star quarterback Matt McGloin ’12 Com, and the newly
elected Panhellenic Council president. After a few quick
discussions about sourcing and photo selections, Collegian
editor-in-chief Brittany Horn adjourned the meeting, and
the staffers headed back downstairs to the newsroom. The
whole thing was over in less than five minutes.
Such meetings epitomize, more or less, how the Collegian
has operated for years now: as a sturdy, if imperfect, newsmaking machine, one whose editorial and social practices
reach back decades. To returning alumni, the Collegian’s
office—with its beeping phones, huddled-together editing
sessions, and occasional bouts of closed-door intrigue—
looks much like it did in 1996, or even 1986. And, in many
ways, the paper reads the same, too: News stories are still
written in a no-nonsense, just-the-facts manner, with the
occasional student quote thrown in for good measure.
For Collegian staffers past and present, the paper’s history and tradition—it was founded in 1887, and remains
entirely written and edited by students—are points of
pride. But to some Onward Staters, they also made the paper a perfect target. “I definitely saw things that we could
do better than them,” says Kalikow. “And after we started,
I started getting a bit more competitive. We were trying to
do similar things, and so they [became] the competition.
It was sort of necessary to develop a fighting spirit.” The
Collegian quickly became Onward State’s go-to foil, with
the site criticizing everything from the Collegian’s music coverage (“Collegian Nickelback Review: Too Generous?”) to its op-ed pieces (when a 2009 Collegian editorial
pointed out that Penn State had plenty of places to drink,
Onward State’s rebuttal began with a simple “Duhhhhhhhhhhhh”).
Some of the attacks took place over Twitter, where Onward State staffers lobbed snippy missives toward the Collegian. But for as much as the Onward Staters delighted
in picking on their Collegian foes, the conflict was mostly
benign. Staff members from both publications often socialized, and for a while, the Collegian and Onward State
were even competing in a semi-annual media-dodgeball
tournament.
And while there is some genuine animosity among certain Onward State and Collegian members, the divide
between the two is more philosophical than personal. “In
general, the Collegian looks at Onward State and says,
‘You have no quality standards, and you’re willing just to
say anything,’” notes Curt Chandler, a senior journalism
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During the Sandusky scandal,
“the traditional media was just
getting smoked by the students.”
But what really set the Collegian and Onward State
apart—at least in the early years of their rivalry—were
their approaches to social media. When Onward State began, many news publications were still debating how to use
sites like Twitter and Facebook—or whether to use them at
all. Onward State, however, eagerly and actively accrued
Twitter followers and Facebook “likes”—unlike the Collegian, which, by the late ’00s, had made fewer advances
online. The paper had started a series of blogs in the early
2000s and installed its first dedicated web editor in 2006.
And, like Onward State, it had quickly set up accounts on
Twitter and Facebook. But because every Collegian article
is scrutinized by multiple eyeballs before being deemed fit
to print, it would often take a while to get breaking news
online. Even by 2011, says Jim Rodenbush, the Collegian’s
news adviser, “we hadn’t really switched over to what I
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would describe as a 24/7 news operation. We were very
focused on the next day’s paper. If something were to happen at noon, there wasn’t a guarantee that it would be on
our website at noon.”
As for the Collegian’s Twitter and Facebook accounts,
“they weren’t really [updated] with any sort of purpose or
strategy,” says senior Julia Kern, who became the paper’s
first social-media editor in 2011. She soon set about revamping the paper’s Facebook and Twitter accounts, posting stories with greater frequency, and following breaking
stories with more urgency.
By the fall of 2011—a time when some major cities were
watching their newspapers fold—Penn State was teeming with student journalists, many of them eager to prove
themselves. All they needed now was a big story.

T

O GET AN IDEA of just how slow the news had
been in State College before the Sandusky
scandal, take a look at a few sample headlines
from the week leading up to his Nov. 5, 2011,
arrest: “Soup and salad café to open in State
College” (Collegian); “Butter my biscuit Lady Antebellum’s
A-Comin’” (Onward State); “Council member to run for
2nd term” (Collegian). “On one day, a rapper at Rec Hall
had been late by a couple of hours,” remembers Bittner.
“That was considered big news.”
The Sandusky scandal—and the barrage of headlineclogging events that followed—not only gave members of
the Collegian and Onward State the biggest stories of their
careers, but was also a crucial test of their online acumen.
At the Collegian, staffers got a crash course in reporting in
the era of Twitter and Facebook. “Sandusky changed everything,” says senior Anna Orso, a Collegian staffer whose
coverage of the scandal earned her multiple student journalism awards. “The need and the thirst to compete with
national organizations forced us to utilize social media,
and to post quicker.”
When covering the scandal, the Collegian had one distinct advantage over Onward State: size. With more than a
hundred writers and reporters on staff, the Collegian could
pretty much be everywhere at once. “On the night of Joe
Paterno’s firing,” says Bittner, “we had people downtown
during the riots, at the Penn Stater [hotel] covering the
press conference, and at Joe Paterno’s house.” The Collegian ran in-depth coverage of the Sandusky scandal—and
Paterno’s death—highlighted by several breaking-news
stories and an eight-page posthumous retrospective of the
coach’s career that resulted in the paper’s highest-ever oneday circulation: 45,000. “All of their coverage pivoted back

ball players—announcing Paterno’s death. Another reporter then
claimed that a friend of his on the
team had seen the same email.
No one at Onward State had
actually read the email. Nor had
anybody from the site reached out
to Paterno’s family for comment.
Yet Edwards felt the story had
sufficient sourcing. At 8:45 p.m.,
Onward State announced on its
Twitter account that Paterno was
dead.
Within minutes, the news was
picked up by CBSSports.com and
the Huffington Post (neither of
which mentioned Onward State).
But the email was a hoax. And
after a New York Times reporter
debunked Onward State’s scoop,
the site backed away from the
story, before finally retracting it
altogether.
The fallout was swift. That
night, Edwards posted an apolTHE TRADITION: The Collegian’s
ogy-slash-resignation letter, and
rich history dates to 1887, when it
another reporter was fired. Edwas a monthly called The Freelance.
It went daily in 1940.
wards—who’s now in law school—
still doesn’t know who sent the
to, ‘What does this mean for the school, and the students?’
fake email. Sending the tweet out, he says, “was a mistake.
says Reimold, whose College Media Matters blog named
And it would’ve been fixed by more knowledge, patience,
the Collegian as its College Newspaper of the Year for the
and caution. And maybe by having some grown-ups there.
2011–12 school year. “They went all in.”
… It wouldn’t have happened at the Collegian.”
Yet, even with a staff less than half the size, Onward State
was able to churn out dozens of daily updates, putting it on
N A WARM NOVEMBER EVENING last fall,
the radar of not only students, but also scores of alumni,
a group of 40 or so Onward State staffers
scandal watchers, and other news outlets. Between Nov. 6
gathered in a room in the Electrical Enand Nov. 12, the number of Onward State Twitter followgineering East building. It was the staff ’s
ers nearly doubled, and for the next few months, both the
weekly meeting, and managing editor Kevsite and the Collegian found themselves at the center of a
in Horne—dressed in an ironic Collegian zip-up sweater—
worldwide media maelstrom. “The traditional media was
kicked things off with a bit of bad news.
just getting smoked by the students,” says Chandler.
“Let’s talk about last week,” said Horne, a senior, as a
Which made the events of Jan. 21, 2012, all the more
screen beside him brought up some recent traffic numpainful. Rumors had been circulating that the ailing Pabers, prompting a few murmurs of “Oof ” among the
terno’s condition had taken a turn for the worse, and the
crowd. It had been a tough few days. Onward State atmedia was on alert. That night, Devon Edwards was in
tracts 40,000 page views on its best days, but for much of
his apartment, talking to other Onward State staffers on
the week, the numbers had hovered in the 20s. And some
Yammer. One reporter broke in to say that a source had
long-promised stories had never materialized, leaving the
received an email—ostensibly sent out to Penn State footeditors scrambling.

O

CO U RT ESY DA I LY CO L L E G I A N (4 )

lecturer at Penn State who’s worked closely with students
from both outlets. “And Onward State looks at the Collegian and says, ‘You have all these resources, and you’re not
using them to do as good a job as you could be, digitally.’”
The publications’ internal M.O.s are similarly at odds.
Anyone who’s graduated from the Collegian knows that
your earliest assignments are often none-too-exciting
campus-meeting minutes or concert announcements. And
all Collegian stories, no matter the writer, are subjected
to multiple edits—an oft-agonizing process for newbies,
but one intended to prepare them for professional papers.
“That’s how the newspaper industry works,” says former
Collegian sports editor Adam Bittner ’13 Com. “You’ve
got to teach that to people.”
At Onward State, however, there were fewer layers of
editing, and the pitching procedure was decidedly more
laid back. “You’d have a freshman coming in and saying, ‘I want to write this story’,” recalls Devon Edwards
’12 Lib/Lib, an Onward State commentator who eventually joined the staff. “And we’d say, ‘OK. Go for it.’” Weekly
meetings were held at a downtown Starbucks, with many
writer-editor interactions taking place online via Yammer,
a Facebook-like, collaboration-heavy program that allows
staffers to lob, develop, or nix a story idea altogether. “With
Yammer, it’s a level playing field,” says Shaver. “There’s less
of a top-down feeling.”
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The rest of the meeting was devoted to a long list of
story ideas, which Horne greenlighted or nixed with the
steady, no-nonsense pragmatism of a police chief at roll
call. Among the ideas: A list of things Penn Staters can do
over Thanksgiving; a poll of Penn State Altoona students,
to see if they prefer the term “branch campus” or “commonwealth campus”; and an investigative story about a
State College pizza place where, rumor has it, women can
receive a free pie by flashing the kitchen staff. Many of
the pitches reflected Onward State’s quasi-gonzo roots.
Still, says Horne, “we do a higher percentage of journalism than people think we do.” And
indeed, much of the writing on Onward
State these days is as straightforward as
anything found in the Collegian. On any
given day, the front page is filled with orderly (and, Horne says, thoroughly factchecked) accounts of Board of Trustees
meetings, sports updates, and event announcements. “Drunk, Sober, High” still
makes the occasional appearance, and
the site’s had huge success with a recurring bit called
“Overheard,” which chronicles the ill-advised ramblings of
drunken, confused, or otherwise asinine students around
campus. Yet more and more, those sorts of irreverent features are proving to be the exception, not the rule.
This is partly because Onward State is no longer a scrappy newbie. Shaver long ago repaid his $1,000 loan to his
family, and nowadays, Onward State’s financing comes
via partnership with LazerPro Digital Media Group, a
State College company that also operates StateCollege
.com. And the site’s editors are also mindful that, in the
wake of Sandusky, they have a worldwide readership.
Says McCool, one of the current writer-editors, “In meetings, we’ll sometimes say, ‘Yeah, we could’ve written that
story two years ago, but not now.’”
It took a while for Onward State to recover from the
Paterno tweet. A shot at redemption came that summer,
when Horne and news editor Ryan Beckler ’13 Bus covered the Sandusky trial. Though Onward State remained
as speedy as ever when it came to social media, its writers and editors were now proceeding with anxiety-inducing caution. “I quadruple-checked everything,” Beckler
says. “I sweated a lot those days. I was so stressed that
I couldn’t eat. I lost like, 15 pounds—and I’m not someone who can afford to lose weight.” Onward State made it
through the trial without any big mistakes—and continued to boost its Twitter-follower numbers. The Paterno
tweet might have tarnished Onward State, but it hadn’t
destroyed it.

L

AST FALL, THE DAY before Onward State assembled for its weekly confab, Brittany Horn, the
Collegian’s editor-in-chief, was at work in her
James Building office. Her desk was covered in
newspapers and books, and on a shelf behind
her were long rows of champagne bottles, each signed by
a previous Collegian editor. She’d spent much of the weekend overseeing the paper’s coverage of a student who died
after falling off an apartment balcony. The Collegian had
broken the story online after one of its staffers, having just
left her part-time job, walked near the scene of the acci-

The two outlets highlight the challenges
facing journalists in the digital era, when
speed sometimes trumps certainty,
opinion can outweigh fact, and reputations
can be undone with a single tweet.
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dent. “We woke people up at 4 in the morning, got people
out there, and did what we do,” Horn says.
Being the head of a college newspaper—particularly a
large one like the Collegian—was never easy, as one must
constantly tend to the demands of high-strung staffers
and angry readers, while also trying to attend a class or
two. In recent years, the gig’s become even more difficult.
Thanks in part to increased printing costs and dwindling
advertising revenues, student-run papers across the country have been forced to take drastic measures: At the University of Texas at Austin, the Daily Texan was recently
folded into the school’s College of Communication; at
George Washington University, members of The Daily
Hatchet launched a fundraising drive. The downturn has
been “pretty dramatic, and pretty awful,” says College Media Matters’ Reimold. Even papers that were economically
stable rethought their business models, with papers at the
University of Oregon and University of Georgia cutting
back on print editions and focusing on digital.
And, like their professional-paper counterparts, college
publications must now fight for space in an increasingly
crowded media environment. “For a long time, print was
bulletproof on a college campus,” says Penn State multimedia instructor Chandler. “People weren’t reading it just
to get information, they were reading it because it was a
social activity. You’d grab a paper, sit down with friends,
and talk about what was in the newspaper. And now, if you
watch students, they sit down to talk, and the first thing
they do is pull out mobile devices.”

So far, the Collegian has avoided financial sinkholes,
even if its circulation is down from its 20,000-a-day peak
in the 1980s (the paper doesn’t release circulation figures).
But it has to face a different problem altogether—a highly
aggressive on-campus competitor.
Horn sees herself as the “Mom of the newsroom,” and
she’s protective of both its employees and its reputation.
Her job, she says, isn’t to ensure that the Collegian gets
more online scoops than Onward State, or to have a more
successful Twitter account. It’s to prepare her writers and
editors for a career after graduation. “We do good work
here,” she says.
As an example, she holds up a profile of Penn State defensive tackle Kyle Baublitz. The piece, which ran nearly
2,000 words long, is an example of the sort of long-form
storytelling that the Collegian has regularly published over
the last few decades—and which Onward State has yet to
produce. She also cites a recently launched, anonymously
written sex column as proof that the Collegian’s voice can
adapt to the times. “I firmly believe this organization can
be as radical or as out-there as it wants to,” she says, “as
long as it’s done well. That’s the one thing that separates
the Collegian from Onward State: We do hold ourselves to
a certain standard. We’ll try new things, but we want it to
be the most professional piece it can be.”
As for Onward State’s online stats, Horn says she pays
them little attention. “I’d rather do really strong, good
journalism,” she says. “The world is not going to stop revolving because we have fewer followers than they do.”

I

N A MEETING ROOM at the Nittany Lion Inn last November, about 90 Onward State staffers and alumni
gathered for a fifth-anniversary banquet. Considering
this was a website that once Photoshopped a bikini
onto a picture of the school president, the event was
surprisingly decorous, with several earnest speeches and a
minimum of trash-talking. The only hint of the site’s somewhat unruly past was the smattering of mild, joshing boos
that arose whenever someone mentioned the Collegian.
The on-again, off-again relationship between the two
publications was at its smoothest, oddly enough, amid the
upheaval of the Sandusky scandal, which provided a rare
bonding moment for Onward Staters and Collegianaires.
“We would all sit in the Dairy Queen across the street
from the courthouse and work,” says the Collegian’s Orso.
“It was like, ‘I’ll take a small Coke and your wi-fi for six
hours.’” Adds senior Jessica Tully, a former Collegian editor who jumped to Onward State in 2013: “There was this
rivalry, but people would talk, and realize, ‘Wow, there are
actually good people at both organizations.’”

You can still easily find members of both publications
who will happily engage in an off-the-record spiel about
the other side. But they’ll eventually graduate, replaced by
freshmen for whom the Onward State/Collegian kerfuffles
of the past will be little more than a pride-pumping memory. As surprising as it sounds, the relationship between
Onward State and the Collegian seems to be slowly evolving into one of mutual semi-admiration. “I’ve always very
much respected Onward State,” says Casey McDermott
’13 Com/Lib, Collegian editor-in-chief in 2012-13. “This
year, in particular, they’ve [excelled at] community engagement, and they’ve had some strong news-analysis type
pieces.” McDermott also notes that, by being the paper’s
24-hour media critic, Onward State helped the Collegian
evolve: “We would not have advanced, even at the, I’m sure
some would say glacial, pace [on social media] that we did
if we hadn’t had them pushing us.”
And while some Onward Staters roll their eyes while
discussing the Collegian, they’ll also go out of their way
to praise it—albeit in the most backhanded way possible.
“People at Onward State generally want the Collegian to
be better,” says former staffer Devon Edwards. “Because we
understand that as a school, and as a society, we benefit
from having not just healthy competition, but also really
good news sources. Because the stuff that Onward State
doesn’t do, the Collegian does great. From our perspective,
both can coexist peacefully, as long as we carve out different roles.”
What those roles might be, however, is tough to tell,
though there are clues to be found within the professionalmedia arena. In the past few years, several initially at-odds
publications—think Gawker and The New York Times,
or Deadspin and ESPN—have found a way to peacefully co-exist. Their relationships almost seem symbiotic:
Each breaks big stories, which are subsequently picked
up (sometimes, spruced up) by their new- or old-media
counterpart. It’s a giant cycle of linking and liking, one
that plays out on the ever-equalizing playing ground of the
Internet.
Onward State and the Collegian haven’t quite achieved
that same equilibrium, but they’re both still adapting.
In the meantime, they’ve turned Penn State into a rarity among college campuses: a place where students can
choose from a variety of sources—or simply choose to consume them all. And if they don’t like what they’re reading,
they can always round up a few friends, start a website,
and make some news of their own.
BRIAN RAFTERY is a contributing editor to Wired and
freelance writer based in Brooklyn.
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